Outside Reading Requirements
For Wil Clarke's Classes

Since knowledge is exploding at such a tremendous rate in our world of today, it is imperative that the educated person read from periodicals as well as from books. For this reason you are required to read at least six articles related to this subject from appropriate journals of recent date and locate at least two new websites with significant mathematical content applicable to your course. You can find my suggestions and other material at http://www.lasierra.edu/~wclarke. If you turn in all 8 of these reports you will receive 5%.

General Rules:
- A report should be submitted the last class period of the week.
- No more than two reports per week will be accepted.

Journal Article General Rules:
- At least 4 should be from the supplied suggested list.
- No more than one article per issue of a journal, and no more than three articles from any one journal will be accepted.
- Recent date means within the last twelve months.
- Each report should be word-processed on a separate sheet of paper in the following format:

  Your Name
  Date Read
  Class name

  Author Name
  Title
  Source (Include
    i. Journal Name,
    ii. Full Date of Issue,
    iii. Page Numbers Read)

  Brief summary of the article

  Your personal evaluation of the article

Website General Rules:
- The cover page of the report should include:
  i. Your name and the date of the report
  ii. The URL
  iii. A brief summary of the material on the site that you found helpful.
  iv. Your opinion as to how academically trustworthy the site is.
- Staple to the cover page printouts of several sample pages of the site.